
Basic Camera Function Modes                  On                Off
Settings you set once, but are really important

1. Base Settings

This is where you set Date/Time. If you want to use GPS co-ordinates with your photos, it is 
essential you keep the time accurate in your camera. Other settings include:  Sounds, 
Language, LCD Brightness, power use and other non photographic settings on the camera. 
On some cameras this is where you find the function to FORMAT the Flash memory card and 
and set special custom photo functions. You usually will find a function here that resets the 
camera to itʼs factory default.

2. Display Settings

Allows you to use the camera to display a slideshow on a TV. and for showing the pictures on 
the cameras LCD This mode may also change the lens zoom controller into a picture zoom 
controller... The rocker switch lets you move around in the zoomed picture you see on the 

rear screen. On some cameras this is where you can edit the photos, set aspect ratio (4:3, 3:2, 
or 16:9). On some cameras you can also send the pics directly to a printer or a computer, FORMAT the Flash 
card, and turn on/off current camera settings a Rule of thirds Grid. 

3. Camera Recording Settings

This is where you can set the shooting parameters that the camera uses when recording a 
picture. These are settings that change according to the shooting condition, like:  Shutter 
speed, Aperture,  WB (White Balance), ISO (Sensitivity) and EV —(Exposure Compensation). 

These functions can also be accessed using a rocker switch or with its own dedicated button on the Cameraʼs 
top or back.  You can also change how your camera focuses… On some cameras you can re-program what 
the buttons do.

Picture Size Always use the largest size  (Highest Resolution) —(Garry’s Rule #1: Never throw away data!) 
Picture Quality --If you are using the .jpg file format you have a choice as to how much compression is to be 
applied to the photo. (Use Rule #1) Always choose the Least amount of compression, inotherwords --Always 
use Best quality setting! 
File Format... If you got it, set it on RAW! (Rule #1) 
Color Space. For JPG images only. If this is available on your camera choose ProPhoto RGB, or Adobe RGB. 
If your camera does not have these setting it automatically defaults to Adobe sRGB. The Raw file format 
embeds its own color space, a linear version of ProPhoto RGB. 
Parameters or Color Effect. When your camera captures a photo and when it is saved as a jpg formatted 
picture the raw data on the camera must be converted and processed by the cameraʼs computer... You can set 
how the camera will do this:  You can set Contrast, Sharpness, Saturation or (Vivid, Standard, Natural) and 
Color Tone (Cool, Warm) and Neutral and other settings.

Note: If you shoot in “Raw” format, the camera will embed a jpg thumbnail with the raw file. That is what you 
see when you “review” the photograph on the Camera’s LCD/LED monitor, and when you download the raw 
file to your computer!  Choose the setting you like best.

READ REVIEWS of your camera. 
Digital Photography Review   Imaging Resource       Steve's Digicams

They they give you a different perspective than the cameras manual, and if your camera has a unique feature 
or a “problem” The reviewers provide a solution.

http://www.dpreview.com/
http://imaging-resource.com/
http://www.steves-digicams.com/diginews.html
http://www.dpreview.com/
http://imaging-resource.com/
http://www.steves-digicams.com/diginews.html

